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Integrated quality and production logistics modelling for the design of
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1. Introduction, motivation and objectives

The current global manufacturing context is posing serious
challenges on manufactures due to high customer expectations on
product quality and delivery reliability, while companies have to
continuously reduce costs. To cope with these challenges,
production processes and systems need to be designed and
operated close to their technological limits, by simultaneously
paying attention to quality and productivity requirements, in
accordance to the ‘‘zero-defect’’ manufacturing paradigm.

Withrespecttothisbackground,theconceptofselectiveassembly
represents a formal approach to obtain high precision assemblies
from relatively low precision manufactured parts. Therefore, this
approach allows either to overcome technological limitation in very
precise assemblies (e.g. micro-assembly) or to reduce the cost of the
components for a given required precision of the final assembly.
Selective assembly consists in performing in-line component
inspection and in partitioning the components into quality classes,
depending on the specific outcome of the measurement process.
Then, only matching components extracted from compliant quality
classes are assembled. This strategy increases the assembly yield, but
at the same time it increases the operational complexity of the
system. As a matter of fact, the selective assembly strategy translates
a product quality issue into a system logistics issue. In the past, this
strategywasappliedmostlytotraditionalsectors,suchasmechanical
components production. One classical example is piston and cylinder
assembly where the tolerance on the clearance between the two

100% inspection [1], selective assembly systems have attrac
increasing interest in the last five years, especially in fast grow
sectors such as micro-production [2], renewable energy equipm
production, in the e-mobility sector (e.g. electrical drives, batte
assembly [3]), and in the automotive body assembly [4]. In 

literature, the performance of selective assembly systems has b
addressed with quality-oriented approaches by mainly focusing
the effect of the component sorting policy on the assembled prod
quality [5,6]. Other studies investigate the effects of pro
adaptation on the performance of selective assembly systems
Process adaptation means that the nominal value of the key qua
characteristics of the component produced with the more capa
production process can be adjusted according topre-definedstate
the system, in order to increase the component matching. Recen
simulation has been used for predicting the impact of spe
adaptation policies on system performance [8]. While all these wo
are important to shed light on the selective assembly process t
neglect important production logistics features of the system, suc
finite capacity buffers and unreliable machines which, in turn, cre
significant phenomena such as the arising of deadlock states in
system. As a matter of fact, a methodology to support the desig
selective and adaptive assembly systems that integrates quality 

production logistics implications has never been proposed, reduc
the potential benefits of these systems in industry. For exam
importantquestions like ‘‘What is the impactof thenumberofqua
classes and of the process adaptation on the throughput
conforming assembled products?’’ remain unsolved, resulting
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components is narrower than the dimensional variability of the two
components. Due to the increasing pressure on high precision
manufacturing and thanks to the development of advanced and fast
measurement technologies supporting on-line applications and
me.
n of
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sub-performing system configurations. To overcome these lim
tions, in this paper an integrated model of selective and adap
assembly systems and a new method for the prediction of 

throughput of conforming products, the system yield and the W
(Work in Progress) in these systems are developed for the first ti
This approach allowsderiving new insights on the implementatio
selective assembly systems in real settings.
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he considered selective assembly system model is represented
g. 1. Although this system model can be integrated into models
nger process-chains, in this paper we will focus on the selective
mbly cell. Specifically, we consider a selective assembly system
re two sub-components, namely x and y, are assembled.
nsions to higher number of sub-components can be easily
aged within the same framework. The sub-components are
ectively processed by machines Mx and My (blue squares). After
process, components x and y are respectively inspected in-line

achines Ix and Iy (red squares) and sorted into buffers (yellow
es) by splitting stations Sx and Sy (white switches), according to
measured key quality characteristic value. A total number of F

ers or bins are defined for both x and y, namely Bx,i and By,i, with
, . . ., F. The capacity of each buffer is respectively Nx,i and Ny,i. A
omponent of type x is then assembled with one matching
omponent of type y by the assembly station Ma (light blue

angle). The main performance measures of interest are:

erage total production rate of the system, ETot.
erage effective production rate, EEff, of conforming parts.
stem yield, Ysystem, that is the fraction of conforming assembled
oducts produced by the system (EEff/ETot).
eld of class i, Yi, that is the fraction of conforming parts obtained

 coupling components from the quality class i = 1, . . ., F.
IP, that is the total average inventory of the system.

ingle stage models

Component processing, inspection and sorting stations

ithout loss of generality, we focus on component x. Stage Mx is
liable. It fails with probability px = 1/MTTFx (Mean Timeto Failure)
is repaired with probability rx = 1/MTTRx (Mean Time to Repair).
in-line inspection station Ix is considered to be perfectly accurate.
IxandSxareconsideredtobereliable.Fromamaterialflowpointof
, the splitting station Sx sorts the incoming material flow into F

ut flows, based on the product quality feature measurement. The
tingfractionsarenotknownapriorybutdependonthecomponent
ity feature distribution and on the specific sorting policy.
omponent quality. Mx produces parts with key quality characteris-
alues distributed according to a probability density function fx and
umulative distribution function Fx. The mean of the distribution is
nd the standard deviation is sx. Specification limits are imposed
esign on x. They are defined as Upper Specification Limit (USLx)
Lower Specification Limit (LSLx). A component is considered to

3.2. Assembly station

The assembly station Ma assembles one component x with one
component y to meet a desired key quality feature value of the
assembled product. It is unreliable with parameters pa and ra.

Assembled product quality. The key quality characteristics z of
the assembled product is expressed in form of a function z = g(x, y)
of the components’ key quality feature values x and y. Therefore,
the probability density function fz and the cumulative distribution
function Fz can be obtained from the cumulative distribution
functions of x and y. Lower (LSLz) and Upper (USLz) Specification
Limits are imposed by design on the key quality feature z of the
assembled product (i.e. gap tolerance), depending on the
specifications imposed on the final product. According to these
tolerances, every assembly flow has a specific fraction of non-
conforming parts associated, namely ga,i, with i = 1, . . ., F. If the
number of classes is sufficiently high, ga,i = 0 is theoretically
possible. However, practitioners tend to limit this number.

Assembly policy. Ma can only assemble parts in Bx,i with compliant
partsinBy,i,with i = 1 . . ., F.Theassemblymachineselectsthequality
classes to match according to a probabilistic rule. If all the upstream
buffers are not empty, then the assembly machine selects buffer i

with fixed probability aa,i. If one or more upstream buffer is empty,
the selection probability is scaled according to the available
components. If all the upstream buffers are empty, the assembly
machine cannot process parts and is starved.

4. Deadlock states

Since buffers have finite capacity, a deadlock state is observed if
all the following conditions hold:

� Machine Mx cannot deposit component x of quality class i in
buffer Bx,i since it is full;
� Machine My cannot deposit component y of quality class j in

buffer By,j since it is full;
� The assembly machine Ma cannot assemble parts from any

couple of upstream buffers.

More formally, if the buffer levels are described by the vector
n = (nx,1, nx,2, . . ., nx,F, ny,1, ny,2, . . ., ny,F), a deadlock state is every
state undergoing the following condition:

ðnx;i ¼ Nx;i ^ ny;i ¼ 0Þ _ ðnx;i ¼ 0 ^ ny;i ¼ Ny;iÞ 8 i ¼ 1; . . . ; F (2)

Deadlock avoidance policies have been introduced for these
systems. Specifically, two strategies are possible:

� Ignore: allocate sufficient space to accommodate all the parts.
� Discard: scrap incoming components that cannot be accommo-

dated in the selected full buffer.

In presence of machines’ failures, the ignore policy entails
unlimited buffers. Since unlimited buffers cannot be introduced in
real systems, only the ‘‘discard’’ policy is considered in this paper.

5. Process adaptation

To decrease part scrapping due to the discard policy, a shift in
the mean of the higher capability component, let say x, can be

Fig. 1. Representation of the analyzed selective assembly system.
efective and is scrapped by Ix if its quality characteristic is
ide these limits. The fraction of defective component is gx.
orting policy. Each buffer Bx,i contains components with key
ity feature x included between a lower limit lx,i and an upper limit
he quality classes are contiguous, i.e. they respect the following
erties: Lx,i = lx,i+1, 8i = 1, . . ., F � 1; Lx,F = USLx; and lx,1 = LSLx.
he probability of sorting a part into Bx,i after inspection is:

¼
Z Lx;i

lx;i

FxðsÞds (1)
implemented, for each specific flow-dependent blocking condition.
We assume the shift requires negligible set-up times (only process
target adjustments). A shift t modifies the process mean level
mx(t) = mx + d(t). Therefore, it affects the probability of sorting the
component x in the downstream bins as follows:

axðtÞ;i ¼
Z Lx;i

lx;i

FxðtÞðsÞds 8 i ¼ 1; . . . ; F (3)

where Fx(t) is the cumulative distribution function with shifted
mean mx(t). The fraction of components x in quality class i produced
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under the target process mean mx(t) is denoted as ux(t),i. Since it
involves a change in the quality feature distribution of one
component, the process adaptation modifies the assembly yield.
Under the process shift t, the adjusted fraction of non-conforming
assembled products for the flow i is ga,i(t).

6. Analytical method for system performance evaluation

The system performance is estimated with an analytical
method based on a two-level decomposition approach, inspired
by the method proposed in [9] and further developed in [10]. One
level of analysis, the Machine Level Decomposition (MLD), is based
on the evaluation of the probability of all the states of each single
machine, also taking into account the influence of its neighbouring
buffers. With this approach, it is possible to estimate the portion of
the working time each machine dedicates to each specific activity.
Starting from this analysis, in the second level of decomposition,
the Buffer Level Decomposition (BLD), the goal is to approximate the
flow of material through each buffer of the original line. The BLD
decomposes the system into a set of 2F two-machine one-buffer
sub-systems, F for component x, ssx(i), and F for y, ssy(i), i.e. one for
each buffer in the system. The performance of each sub-system in
terms of production rate, Ex(i) and Ey(i), and average inventory,
WIPx(i) and WIPy(i), is evaluated with the exact method developed
in [11]. By studying alternately the BLD and the MLD and by using
the results obtained in one level as input for the other level, it is
possible to evaluate the performance of the original system, once
convergence conditions are met. The system performance can be
calculated as:

Yi ¼ ð1 � ga;iÞ 1 �
X
t

#xðtÞ;i

!
þ
X
t

#xðtÞ;ið1 � ga;iðtÞÞ

ETot ¼
XF

i¼1

ExðiÞ; EE f f ¼
XF

i¼1

ExðiÞ � Yi; WIP ¼
XF

i¼1

WIPxðiÞ þ WIPyðiÞ

(4)

The accuracy of this method was validated against simulation
on a wide set of 80 test systems with randomly generated data. The
maximum error on the EEff is 2.8%, while it is 3.89% on the WIP.

7. Numerical results and system behaviour

In the first experiment, selective assembly is compared with the
case where selective assembly is not adopted, i.e. F = 1, under
variation of the total buffer space. The parameters of the tested
system, based on a real cylinder and piston assembly case [7], are
reported in Table 1. The quality characteristics of the assembled
product is the gap between components x and y, i.e. z = x � y. No
process adaptation policy is applied. Since the reliability param-
eters are identical, the total buffer space is equally distributed
between the buffers in the system. The results are reported in
Fig. 2. The following considerations hold:

� Selective assembly negatively affects the total production rate of
the system, Etot, since non-matching components are discarded
to avoid deadlocks (Fig. 2a).
� Selective assembly improves the system yield due to the pre-

sorting of the components into classes. As a consequence, it
increases the effective throughput EEff (Fig. 2b).

In the second experiment, the impact of the number of qua
classes is investigated. The same data as the previous experim
are considered. The equal probability binning policy is assum
i.e. the quality class limits are set in order to uniformly fill 

quality classes. A fixed total buffer capacity of 24 is conside
equally spread in the available buffers. Results are reported
Fig. 3. The following considerations hold:

� As the number of quality classes increases, the total through
decreases (Fig. 3a). Indeed, for each quality class the buffer siz
smaller and more parts are discarded to avoid deadlocks.
� However, since the limits of each quality class get closer, 

control of the quality feature of the assembled product impro
with F, thus the system yield increases.
� As a result, the effective throughput curve is concave (Fig. 

with a maximum for a specific number of classes, i.e. F = 3.

In the third experiment, the impact of process adaptation on
system effective throughput is analyzed. The buffer sizes are al
to 3. If By,1 is full, the target mean of the more capable process M

shifted to my(t) = my + d, while, if By,2 is full, the target mean of M

shifted to my(t) = my � d. Results are reported in Fig. 4. 

following considerations hold:

� The shift has a double effect on the performance of the syst
On the one hand, it increases the total production rate of 

system, since it decreases the probability of producing a par
quality class i when the buffer By,i is full (Fig. 4a). On the ot
hand, by increasing the shift, the yield increases up to a cer

Fig. 3. Effect of the number of quality classes.

Fig. 2. Comparison between selective and traditional assembly.

Fig. 4. Effect of the process adaptation on the system performance.
 is a
hift
t of
put

hift,
his

 the
nly
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Table 1
Data of the experimental analysis [7].

Mx My Ma

x � Nðmx; s2
x Þ y � Nðmy; s2

y Þ z ¼ x � y; z � Nðmx � my; s2
x þ s2

y Þ
mx = 4; sx = 0.116 my = 3.3; sy = 0.05 mz = 0.7; sz = 0.126

LSLx = 3.5; USLx = 4.5 LSLy = 2.8; USLy = 3.8 LSLz = 0.61; USLz = 0.79

ax
1 ¼ 0:5; ax

2 ¼ 0:5 ay
1 ¼ 0:5; ay

2 ¼ 0:5 aa
1 ¼ 0:5; aa

2 ¼ 0:5

gx� 0 gy� 0 g � 0.4761 if F = 1

g1 = g2� 0.2881 if F = 2

px = 0.01; rx = 0.05 py = 0.01; ry = 0.05 pa = 0.01; ra = 0.05
level, and then it decreases.
� As a result of these two effects, the effective production rate

concave function that is maximized for a certain value of the s
entity d = 0.07 (Fig. 4b). For this level, the effective throughpu
the system (0.464) is higher then the effective through
without process adaptation (0.41), i.e. +13%.
� The yield is maximized for d = 0.056. For this value of the s

the resulting effective throughput of the system is 0.455. T
means that traditional quality-oriented methods that neglect
interactions between quality and production logistics, o
provide sub-performing configurations of the system (�2%)
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eal case study

he proposed approach has been applied to the rotor assembly
of the electric drive assembly plant in Bosch [12]. Cars are with
t 12 million manufactured units (EU27) one of the most

ortant products in Europe. Due to the threatening lack of petrol
efforts towards sustainable development, the shift from the
bustion engine towards electrical drives in cars is on going. For

ple, in Germany the ambitious goal of 1 million sold electrical
cles by 2020 has been stated. The current manufacturing
esses for producing electrical drives must be improved to
ort the achievement of this goal.
he line under analysis is composed of seven main stages. Stage

loads the laminated steel stacks, which are rings of 22.6 cm
eter, on the pallet; stage M2 assembles the magnets on the

ks’ external ring. Stage M3 is the stack magnetization process
re the total magnetic flux intensity is also measured. Stage M4 is
ating station that prepares the magnetized stacks for the rotor
mbly process at M5. At this stage, the stacks are axially
mbled on the central shaft of the rotor, currently under a first-
rst-out loading policy. Stages M6 and M7 respectively perform
ncing and marking operations. After assembling the rotor and
stator, the completed motor undergoes the EOL (End of Line)
ection. Motor characteristics as well as specifications such as
ue, and speed are tested. However, the company’s strategic goal

 move the inspection and quality control processes upstream in
line. The main objective is to improve the quality of the rotor
mbly process, by exploring the possibility of implementing
ctive assembly, thus saving downstream production capacity
ently wasted in processing rotors that are already defective.
he rotor assembly line under the current configuration, where
ctive assembly is not implemented, has been modelled. The
ational and down times were provided by the company. The
ormance of the system was evaluated and the results were
ated through comparison with historical production data.

e 2 shows that the model well captures the dynamics of the
em in the current configuration (CI is the confidence interval).

he approach proposed in this paper has been applied to analyze
otential impact of selective assembly on the overall quality and
uction logistics performance of the rotor assembly line.
ifically, the company idea was to exploit the availability of
easurements of the total magnetic flux intensity at stack level,

ormed at M3, to cluster the stacks and assemble only compliant
ks at M5. With this approach, weak magnetic field stacks can be
led with strong magnetic field stacks resulting in a reduced

ability of the magnetic field intensity at rotor level. Adaptation
cies are not applicable since the company currently sees the

0.3% of rotors is defective against the 5% of the current configuration
(a reduction of defective rotors of 94%). Moreover, the total fraction
of scrapped parts, including both discarded stacks and scrapped
defective rotors, is globally reduced of a 40%. The effective
throughput is increased (+2.5%) and the WIP of the system is
reduced (�20%) with respect to the current configuration (F = 1).
Since recovering value from scrapped stacks is easier than from
scrapped rotors, this solution entails a large potential economic
benefit, moving towards zero defect manufacturing solutions.
Therefore, an overall benefit on both the quality and the production
logistics performance of the system has been achieved.

9. Conclusions

This paper proposes an integrated modelling framework for
supporting the design of selective and adaptive assembly systems.
Results prove that, if properly designed, selective assembly can
significantly reduce the output fraction of defective assemblies.
Traditionalquality-drivenselectiveassemblydesignsthatneglectthe
finite storage capacity fail in this goal as sub-performing solutions
are provided. Future research will investigate new approaches to
jointly optimize buffers, classes, process shifts and tolerances. Given
the industrial benefits of this approach, in view of its full
implementation in high-tech industry, in-line inspection technologies
and smart manufacturing solutions development should be boosted
together with appropriate system design and management policies.
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